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Future is… palpable
This year, it has been a true honor to select the artists and art works for Tampere Theatre Festival & Theatre Info Finland TINFO’s Future is Present
-session, organized in collaboration with New Play Finland.
The landscape of the Finnish performing arts is in a healthy and much needed crisis: contents, working methods, ethics, funding, logistics they’re all under close scrutiny. And it will be good. It will be good for us, and good for the generations to come.
As artistic directors of Tampere Theatre Festival, we wanted to do our share. We wanted to make sure that in Future is Present 2018 we present
the most relevant and internationally oriented works of the past season. Thus, after careful selection, here they are; the artists, performances,
and plays, which, in our opinion, are future-oriented in their expression, articulate a deeply personal understanding of their specific,
intersectional standpoint, and map out or reveal many current & shared concerns of the contemporary existence.
These artists take into consideration the dynamics of post-humanism and the environment and the living beings at large, whether it is through
pain or delight, by dealing intensely with ecological and psychological trauma, or by sincerely investigating the private and public (anti-)
rebellion.
We wish to provide you with an in-person meeting with these individuals and their work, ethos, praxis, and futures. The selected pieces of art are
incredibly sensitive, sensible, ethical, heart breaking, funny, weird, unforeseen, powerful, and vital.
It is a pleasure to have you with us, paying close attention to these brilliant voices. On behalf of the artistic directors of Tampere Theatre Festival,
I welcome you to Future is Present 2018.

Hilkka-Liisa Iivanainen
Artistic director & curator
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PROGRAMME
Mon 6.8.
19:00–20:00

Amor Fati

Pakkahuone

Tue 7.8.
13:00–14:00

Amor Fati

Pakkahuone

Wed 8.8.
20:30–21.35

Cock Cock.. Who’s There?

Hällä Stage

Thu 9.8.
16:30–17:35
19:00–22:30

Cock Cock.. Who’s There?
Turkka Dies

Hällä Stage
TT Frenckell

Fri 10.8.
11:30–14:00
15:30–19:00
19:00–20:00

Meeting with young theatre artists
Turkka Dies
Nutcase

Seminar hall
TT Frenckell
Hällä Stage

Demo theatre
Demo theatre

14:00–15:00
19:00–20:20

Meeting with playwrights and dramaturges
Informal meetings, discussions
Famine (Nälänhätä) by Marie Kajava
– reading performance + discussion
Nutcase
I Would Prefer Not To

Sun 12.8.
15:30–16.50

I Would Prefer Not To

Pakkahuone

Sat 11.8.
10:00–12:00
12:00–13:00
13:00–15:00

www.finnishshowcase.com
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Demo theatre
Hällä Stage
Pakkahuone

MAP OF TAMPERE

tu
Kuninkaanka
FUTURE IS PRESENT 2018 VENUES
Seminar hall & Demo theatre 4th floor, Hämeenpuisto 28 D
Hällä stage Hämeenkatu 25
TT Frenckell Frenckellinaukio 2
Pakkahuone Tullikamarin aukio 2

Theatre Festival Office Tullikamarin aukio 2
Programme Tent & Festival Info Keskustori
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THEATRE
ARTISTS
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ANNA-MARI KARVONEN &
ANNI PUOLAKKA
“We wanted to discuss people’s attempts to free themselves from defined
identities or narratives. Processing existence through the bodily form and
materialism came across as one way of struggling out of set categories.”
In the reality of the performance, clay, which is lifeless, and the performer,
which is full of life, exist together in an equal relationship. The organic
material and the performer display their own special qualities. The physical
encounter between the red clay and the famous main character in crisis is focused into an anonymous force of life, which penetrates the human and other
bodies, constantly changing them forever. Various situations – humoristic,
passionate, wistful – take place on the stage, and in these, the illusion of human omnipotence softens into an enjoyable powerlessness. The performance
is an imagined love story where the love exists in the form of letting go, a
re-shaped desire and symbiosis.

Anni Puolakka, who studied visual arts in the Netherlands, creates performances, videos, installations and other works, where true stories are
combined with fictive worlds. They attempt to challenge the idea and feeling
that humans are separate. Puolakka’s works have recently been shown at the
Sydney Performance Space, TENT Rotterdam and the Göteborgs Konsthall
centre for contemporary art in Gothenburg.

Kansallisgalleria / Petri Virtanen

The works of Anna-Mari Karvonen, who graduated as a dramaturge from
the Theatre Academy of the University of Arts Helsinki, repeatedly deal
with strength and fatigue. The performances often fall into the borderlines
between theatre, dance, performing arts and installations. She has worked
with the groups Teater 90 grader and Blaue Frau, among others. One of her
most recent direction projects includes Peggy Pickit ser Guds ansikte (Roland
Schimmelpfennig), performed at the Swedish Theatre in Helsinki.

Amor Fati
Mon 6.8 19:00–20:00
Tue 7.8 13:00–14:00
Pakkahuone
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Anieka Van Leeuwarden

SAMIRA ELAGOZ
Exactly one year on from the day she was raped, Samira Elagoz started a human
experiment where she voluntarily arranges meetings with men from around the
world, some of whom are strangers and some of whom she knows. The meetings
are set up through dating sites and they are filmed: Elagoz wants to find out how
the men will react to her. Viewers of the material, which is unedited in places, are
watching an anthropological laboratory experiment. Samira Elagoz wants to show
and deconstruct perceptions and taboos that are connected with rape. Though the
artist places herself in a key role in the work Cock, Cock.. Who’s there? she wants
to focus the audience’s attention on cultural structures that produce prejudices.
Samira Elagoz (born 1989) studied at the Salzburg Experimental Academy of
Dance and graduated from the Amsterdam School for New Dance Development.
Her works have been presented at theatre, film and art festivals, Cock, Cock..
Who’s there? was granted the Prix Jardin d’Europe award and she has received
numerous awards at festivals around the world for her film Craigslists Allstars.
www.samiraelagoz.com
Cock, Cock.. Who’s There?
Wed 8.8 20:30–21:35
Thu 9.8 16:30–18:00
Hällä-Stage
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RUUSU HAARLA & JULIA LAPPALAINEN
Ambivalence and contradiction – destabilasing the canon
“We are not looking for something that is unbroken and complete. We are
interested in ambivalence, contradiction and faults when we consider the price that
is paid to create a male genius and the price that is paid to leave old genius myths
alone. Whose body pays the price for the actions of a genius?”
Ruusu Haarla and Julia Lappalainen want to destabilise the genius myth and
taboo that was built up around Jouko Turkka 1942–2016 (professor and rector
of the Theatre Academy Helsinki 1981–1988, honorary doctor of theatre arts),
which still has an impact in theatre education today. Fictive elements blended with
documentary material create a theatrical game that launches an attack on fear, hate
and shame – the main building blocks of the Turkka myth. The creators of the
play, who graduated in the 2010s, also clarify their own experiences in words. The
play’s autobiographical material offers a perspective of the art concept of a male
genius where a young woman played a central role.

Haarla, Lappalainen, Nisonen, Pasanen

Director and scriptwriter Ruusu Haarla and actress Julia Lappalainen graduated
from the Theatre Academy of the University of Arts Helsinki in 2016. Haarla
has worked as a dramaturge in key plays of the Finnish journalistic documentary
theatre (2008–2015 Valtuusto and Eduskunta trilogies [Council and Parliament]).
A documentary and the confessional nature of biographies come together in the
performance Trauma Body – the biography of the body of a 30-year-old (together
with Seidi Haarla) and the tragicomedy Ruska – A Portrait of Love. Actress Julia
Lappalainen studies the predominant discourse of the stage, body and language in
the piece A performance about beauty. A performance to be watched (2017) and
the concepts of being looked at and the need to be seen. She is also a member of
the LES POXXX collective with Sonja Kuittinen and Fanni Noroila.
Turkka Dies
Thu 9.8 19:00–22:30
Fri 10.8 15:30–19:00
TT Frenckell
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OLGA JA AMANDA PALO
A woman’s body doesn’t even need to be given that “look” to
be stripped naked. The phenomenological state of becoming a
body does not apply to women. Their bodies are, in principle,
condemned to carry a political message, to represent their entire
gender.
An individual’s right to self-determination will not fully apply
to women before the structures that create shackles are broken
down. That which is a woman or an individual, is unable to
define structures.
Olga and Amanda Palo want to steer conversation away
from who did or did not do what and the consequences of
this, to what type of thought structure is boosted by eternal,
hardened conceptions, and what kind of society is produced
by predetermined ideas. The makers of Nutcase think it is
necessary to ask what kinds of artistic content is created when
only a few have the chance to make art.
Amanda Palo is an actress and theatre artist. She has worked
at several professional theatres in Helsinki. Palo is currently
working with the Feminist Secret Society of Helsinki collective
and working on a tour version of the Nutcase monologue.

Nutcase
Fri 10.8 19:00–20:00
Sat 11.8 14:00–15:00
Hällä Stage
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Olga Palo is a performing arts professional and freelance
writer. She has worked as a screenwriter, performer and
director. Palo is part of an art collective called the Feminist
Secret Society of Helsinki, she teaches feminist representation
issues at the Theatre Academy of the University of the Arts
Helsinki, among others, and writes essays.

MILJA SARKOLA
Against the normative heterosexual
grain of representation

Milja Sarkola (born 1976), a Swedish-speaking
Finn, director and playwright, highlights the voices
and experiences of those outside of the (hetero)
normative mainstream. Sarkola’s auto-fictive works
(Perheenjäsen, Jotain toista – henkilökohtaisen
halun näyttämö, Allt som sägs) represent the subtle
forms of prevention, inhibition, shame and use of
force, such as exclusion and manipulation. Her
works study narcissism, publicity and privacy, family dynamics, homo- and heterosexual desires and
their manifestation in social relationships.

Cata Portin

For Sarkola, the stage is a place that can increase
compassion for and understanding of diversity.
On the stage, a critical and questioning gaze also
focuses on the viewer. Sarkola interprets a short
story called Bartleby, which criticises standardised
and automated work and internalised discipline,
as a reaction to the conforming and automated
production of identity created by the internet and
social media, which manifests itself as our obsessive
need to update, create and continuously share our
identity. In the piece I Would Prefer Not To, Bartleby
is a passive distraction. Fragile authorship produces
resistance, where the desire is to do things differently, and presents estrangement and foreignness as
internal experiences.

I Would Prefer Not To
Sat 11.8 19:00–20:20
Sun 12.8 15:30–16:50
Pakkahuone
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PLAYWRIGHTS
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Tuomas Sarparanta

IIRA HALTTUNEN
Although others feel the time for it has passed, when it comes to plays I
still believe in the story to some extent. I think that in order to succeed,
a good play needs artists capable of reading and interpreting its roots
instead of getting paralyzed and hung up at the first fork in the trunk. One
of my cohort-mates said that the rhythm of Perfect is like the breathing of
a lost orienteer.

Iira Halttunen (b. 1993) is a playwright and dramaturge finishing up
an MA in dramaturgy at the Theatre Academy of the University of Arts
Helsinki. Perfect is her artistic thesis project. At the moment, she is also
working on a performance script about neo-Nazism and 1918 for the
Kotka City Theatre as well as an Instagram-based drama series pilot for
Finnish public radio. In earlier plays, she has dealt with themes such as
friendship between girls, adolescence, and alienation.
Copyright enquirys: Agency North
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MARIE KAJAVA
Geometry and imperfection

I start the work of writing a play almost exclusively
from a geometric pattern. It serves as some sort
of dramaturgic impulse and method for dispelling
dread in the presence of major issues. When I see a
sentence, a theme, or, say, a gesture in relation to geometry, I can write and think materials further. There
is something creating scale, edge, friction.
The geometric patterns don’t have to be incredibly
complex: a square, triangle, or intersecting plane
suffice. Or I might, for example, think about one
square on a piece of grid paper or the dunes of the
Sahara, which are dead straight to the eye but being
perpetually eroded and shifted by the wind.
Geometry positions a small point in form and space.
This preoccupation with geometry is natural for me.
Perhaps because in the end of all, humans are not so
important. Perhaps because geometry makes some
broken or disturbing happening possible within
precise bounds. This can be at the level of dialogue,
such as misspeaking, losing a train of thought, repetition, or stuttering. At the level of the scene, it might
mean, for instance, an abrupt cut or the construction
of the insignificant.
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Ultimately, everything fragile and vague is most
critical.
In my plays, I try to place that fragile or flawed
material against geometric patterns. The text suffices
for this. For me a play is an absolute value that
doesn’t require a performance in order to exist.

Marie Kajava (b. 1980) is a Helsinki-based playwright and dramaturge. She received her masters in
theater arts from the Theatre Academy of the University of Arts Helsinki in 2016. Kajava has written
plays, performance scripts that take shape during the
rehearsal process, and various texts for performance.
Her most recent play, Famine (2016), is built around
an iconic photograph and asks what we see when
we watch another’s suffering. Lullaby (2013) is a
play about remembering, a land of genocide, and
turning one’s back on one’s own children, nations,
and continents. At the moment, Kajava is writing
the play Undress me, then – it somehow involves
pastoralism, climate change, blood, and milk.
In addition, Kajava has worked as a performance
and text dramaturge for theatre and dance pieces and
documentary films. Alongside her dramaturgic work,
Kajava writes articles on questions involving human
rights, refugees, and international development.
Copyright enquirys: Marie Kajava

Famine (Nälänhätä),
reading performance +
discussion with playwright
Sat 11.8. 13:00–15:00
Demo theatre

Cata Portin

Geometry has been my savior. Through geometry,
individuals open up such that I’m able to see them,
in other words as tiny points against circumstances
or an infinite surface. The artist Louise Bourgeois
said that geometry is a reliable system against which
to study the chaos of life.

E.L. KARHU

As a writer, I am especially interested in whose truth and
experience is considered central and whose is considered peripheral, trivial. I am interested in writing also
about that which is not considered significant, that which
manifests as banal or will even be read as a joke, all of
which are based in dehumanization, in thinking that some
people’s voices and experiences are trivial because those
people are not really human, they are something less.
In my play Princess Hamlet (2017) I portray existential
loneliness and themes of betrayal, love, and friendship in
a way where the existential questions are present not only
in relation to the old classic male narratives of male “holy
madman” characters, but in the crisis of a female character under her stars, the planets that haunt her. At the moment I am also interested in how, for example, a teenage
girl’s loneliness, a teenage girl’s despair, a teenage girl’s
truth, a teenage girl’s language can be seen as something
existential instead of something banal, something trivial,
something less than.

Who gets to speak, whose voice, whose experience is considered central, significant, and
whose is considered banal and uninteresting?
And how can I, as a writer, sustain the fury and
truthfulness to write against these interpretative
constructs and revolutionize them from the
inside?
E. L. Karhu (s. 1982) is one of the most prominent Finnish playwrights of her generation.
Karhu is known for her courage in taking on
major issues and tackling them unconditionally,
gleefully. Her style is both playful and grand.
Princess Hamlet is a free rewrite of Shakespeare’s classic about the borderlines of the
mind, friendship, and the exploitation of female
madness in the media.
Carl Bergman

For me, art is a place of truth. Art is a space where it is
possible to be present with the truth without blinking an
eye, where there is no need to lie, embellish, make compromises, or deny contradictions, nor any need to deny
the breathtaking, disturbing beauty of this contradictory,
impossible world. For me, the thing that speaks to me
in art the old assertion that the truth shall make us free
– inasmuch as we, as humans, can be free, as free as we
can be and become. For me, art is a place of truth, and
because it is a place of truth, it is also a place of freedom,
and a place that can lead us towards joy, community, sorrow, rage, and communion from truthful, honest premises.

A formally omnivorous black comedy, Bread
Line Ballad explores the themes of poverty,
class difference, and autonomy and subjugation
through food, gorging, and absurd humor. kuka
tahansa meistä – dokumentti (any one of us – a
document) examines the potentials of the “inner stage” and inquires as to the stage’s potential to share a
powerful existential inner journey after the death of a loved one.
Karhu’s plays have been performed in Germany, France, the Czech Republic, Russia, and Australia as
well as Finland, and have been translated into eight languages.
Copyright enquirys:
Nordic Drama Corner
Rowohlt Theater Verlag (German-speaking rights)
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Jussi Kirjavainen

PIPSA LONKA
A play is one proposal for a potential world. It is events in and for the body. Living
beings come together and ponder their existence and whom we share it with. What
does it mean to be a living being, what is meaningful in humanity?
At the periphery of the play Second Nature are animals of other species who
look into the world of the play, as if asking who are you, what on earth are you
doing? The human beings continue their endless activities with no regard for the
expectant gaze of these other animals; the person on the conveyor belt sneezes, the
worker makes coffee, but the priest has come to the supermarket to bless a hunk
of death... Habit is second nature, as the saying goes, but we also need to ask what
we want to become habituated to. What is humankind’s first nature?

Pipsa Lonka (b. 1977) is a playwright and dramaturge. The central theme of
Lonka’s oeuvre is the relationship between humankind and the environment.
Pipsa Lonka’s most recent play Second Nature is a kindred piece to her muchperformed These Little Town Blues Are Melting Away. In these works, humankind
does not appear as the measure of the world; rather, in the spirit of post-humanism,
Lonka demands other life forms be accounted for. While These Little Town Blues
Are Melting Away deals with climate change from the perspective of the humble
residents of an isolated village, Second Nature takes up animal rights as seen
through and past normalcy and habituation.
These Little Town Blues Are Melting Away has been performed in five languages.
In 2014, it was recognized with a prize at the Heidelberg Stückemarkt and
awarded the Lea prize for best Finnish play by the Finnish Playwrights and
Screenwriters Guild.
Copyright enquirys: Agency North
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Laura Malmivaara

OTTO SANDQVIST
For me, the function of my plays is to serve as a proposal for what theater is or could
be. I approach a play as an audiovisual event and space, as well as a proposal for how
a performance space could be arranged. At the moment, I think of my plays as resembling exhibitions or installations. All of the play’s material is simultaneously present,
more as open social space than as narrative, and the movement the play makes is
(hopefully) towards depth and manifested in an increasingly dense network of details,
elements, and motives rather than movement forward in time, story, or chronology.
I try to question the traditionally dominant elements of drama, such as the position of
power dialogue/speech and character/performer hold in plays, and approach a play specifically as an audiovisual and social performance event. In my writing, I blend drama
and post-drama with performance and live art and elements of visual art.

Otto Sandqvist (MA Theatre Arts, 2017) is a bilingual Finnish/Swedish playwright
and dramaturge whose repertoire has expanded to writing English-language texts
during the past few years. Sandqvist has worked as a playwright and dramaturge for
theater and radio as well as performance art and contemporary dance. Over the last
year he has explored exhibition and game dramaturgies and used the imagery and
essence of popular culture in his written works.
Plays:
Celeste 2017 (MA thesis project – Theatre Academy of the University of Arts Helsinki)
En natt i mörkret – På spaning efter kärlekens vildaste stränder 2013
(BA thesis project, Theatre Academy of the University of Arts Helsinki)
Copyright enquirys: Agency North
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LAURA VALKAMA
Against the normative heterosexual grain of representation
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In all artistic doing, the only important thing is to
do what you want. Now, it can be difficult to a)
understand what it is you want to do b) be capable
of putting it into words (if it did not manifest itself
in words and we’re dealing with writing a play or
some other such work requiring textual expression)
c) be able to realize your will, in other words,
depending on the case and in various arrangements
and combinations, come up with methods of doing
what it is you want to do and learn how to and
then dare to use them. But when these things are
in order, everything is fine and the artistic work is
ready. If many people are working together on art,
as when doing a theatre performance, they have
to negotiate amongst themselves when they want
different things and then they do the shared work in
such a way that no one gives up too much of what
it was they wanted but instead something new is
born that everyone wants and that they can only do
together.

Is doing what you want right? Yes. What is the
good of doing what you want? You end up reaching
for something you experience as important, that
might make sense. Another basic option is to
just not do it, which leaves art to be generated by
chance alone.

Real life may (this has not yet been proven
globally) place limits on this: some choices can
only be done once, some cannot be done at all,
ghastly accidents may happen or morality may
require consideration. These challenges are minor
compared to the doing of art, where everything is
possible and true, in other words the circumstances
offer no help and you are forced to define the limits
on everything yourself. Because of this, it’s even
more important in art than in real life to do what
you want and that alone.

Laura Valkama (b. 1986) writes plays and other
texts for the theatre and works as a dramaturge.
Laura has written radio plays, dance, and object
theater and also does pictures and prose. Laura
graduated from the University of Lapland (2011)
with an MFA and a masters in theater arts from the
Theatre Academy of the University of Arts Helsinki
(2017). Laura’s most recent play, What Happened
and Say Hello premiered in May 2017.
Copyright enquirys: Nordic Drama Corner

Cata Portin

Possible problems with this wanting scenario: a)
Someone is simply completely incapable of doing
what they want (see items a-c at the beginning
of this text). This is unfortunate and there is no
solution. b) Someone doesn’t want anything. This
person can do art with someone else and soon
discover that they either want the same things or
different things than that person, or else they can
wait. These solutions also apply to the previous
item. c) Someone wants everything. They can have
everything.

CONTACT

TINFO – Theatre Info Finland

TAMPERE THEATRE FESTIVAL

www.tinfo.fi

www.teatterikesa.fi

Hanna Helavuori, Director
+358 44 363 1722
hanna@tinfo.fi

Hanna Rosendahl, Executive Director
+358 3 222 8536
hanna.rosendahl@teatterikesa.fi

Sari Havukainen, Press and
Communications
+358 50 306 1224
sari@tinfo.fi

Emilia Kiuru, Coordinator for International
Guests
+358 3 222 8536
emilia.kiuru@teatterikesa.fi

New Play Finland (UNO)
www.uno-npf.fi

Agency North www.agencynorth.com
Nordic Drama Corner www.dramacorner.fi
Rowohlt Verlag www.rowohlt.de

Saara Rautavuoma, Director
+358 50 302 0706
saara@teatterikaksipistenolla.fi

TEXTS
Sari Havukainen ja Hanna Helavuori, TINFO

Playwrights’ Agencies

TRANSLATIONS
Kristian London
Käännöstoimisto Bellcrest

LAYOUT
Maria Atosuo, Matosuo Design
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